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CONDITIONNING OF TRACED ROCK SECTION
FOR DIFFUSION PROFIL ANALYSES
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The French National Agency for radioactive waste management investigates for a high-level radioactive
waste repository in deep geological formation. The Andra’s disposal concept is based notably on the
impermeable properties of the host rock barrier (the Callovo-Oxfordian mudstone of the Eastern Paris
Basin).

Diffusion is assumed to be the main transport mechanism governing radionuclide migration through
argillite. Diffusion properties were measured in situ, in the constrained rock, by experiments taken place
at the Andra’s Underground Research Laboratory.

The diffusion experiments consist in injecting a traced solution as pulse, in a packed-off borehole interval,
at a pressure similar of the hydraulic pressure of the rock. After several months of circulation, the traced
solution is purged and the downhole equipment is dismantled. With a drilling machine, the overcoring of
the rock section around the injection interval is performed to analyze the repartition of the radionuclides
in the clay section. Totally new technical developments were necessary to make these tasks possible.

This contribution reports on:

– the method developed to going up the overcore from the gallery to the surface without damaging the
traced clay section and avoiding any contamination of the underground installation by dust particles,

– the specific room created to sampling the rock section in diffusion profiles with respect of
radioprotection laws.

In gallery, the overcore is extracted from the core barrel directly to a metallic box especially built to
transport the clay section to the surface (Figure 1). This box is a good confining device avoiding all
radioactive contamination of the galleries and the shaft. Moreover, this box made in iron decrease the dose
equivalent rate and consecutively it’s not necessary to have safety classification to transport the core.

When the ovecore is in the radioactive cutting room, technicians have to drill and saw the ovecore. Then,
the clay pieces are cut in slices and each slice of rock is conditioned in a volume of pure water to stabilize
the radionuclides in liquid phase. During this period, it’s necessary:

Figure 1: Metallic box for overcore transport (left: extraction, with a piston device, of the core from
the core barrel right to the metallic box, center: closing of the metalic box, right: metallic box in the
shaft elevator).
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• to protect workers of ionizing radiations,

• to reduce as low as possible the radioactive discharge,

• to avoid radioactive contamination of the area.

• in relation with the radiological impact (Figure 2).

It’s the reason why a specific ventilated room was built (Figure 3). The human protection is guaranteed by
an aspiration directly to the source of radioactive dust and by a dynamic confining (ventilation type IIB for
the room and type IIA for the .security double door system). The depressure should be between -80 +/- 20 Pa
compare to atmospheric pressure.

The filtration is composed of several steps of THE filters adding of iodine and chlorine filters in order to
reduce as law as possible the radioactive discharge.

Figure 2: Dose rate derived from the injected activity and radiological zoning associated to the dose rate.

Figure 3: Specific ventilated room for conditioning traced rock section. Arriving of the metallic box
containing the traced clay in the under-pressurized room.


